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James A. Baker, Secretary of State 
John H. Sununu, Chief of Staff 
Brent scowcroft, Assistant to the President 

for National Security Affairs 
paul Wolfowitz, Under secretary of Defense 

for Policy 
Robert zoellick, Counsellor to the Department, 

Department of State 
Rober~ D. Blackwill, Special Assistant t~ the 

President for European and Soviet Affa1rs 
Interpreter 

USSR 
Mikhail Gorbachev, Chairman of the Presidium 

of the Supreme Soviet 
Eduard Shevardnadze, Minister of Foreign 

Affairs 
Aleksandr Yakovlev, Chairman, International 

Policy 
Aleksandr Bessmertnykh, First Deputy Minister 

of Foreign affairs 
Anatoliy Chernyaev, Aide to the General 

Secretary, CPSU 
Anatoliy Dobrynin, Adviser to the Chairman 
Sergey Akhromeev, Adviser to the Chairman 
Interpreter 

December 2, 1989, 10:00 - 11:55 a.m. 
Maxim Gorky, Cruise Liner, Malta 

The President: General Scowcroft said that his conversation with 
General Akhromeyev was the best that he had ever had with a SOVi.t 
official. (U) 

Chairman Gorbachev: OUr meeting was at your initiative. 
me to begin and welcome you and your close associat ... 
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thing to do is to note and appreciate your initiative to hold this 
meeting. Initially. I wondered why you wanted this meebing, but 
now I knOW that a lot is happening. That is the most important 
thing. we have to find a dialogue commensurate with the pace of 
change. we need more working contacts. Since the changes underway 
affect fundamental things, even Ministerial contacts are not enough 
now. You and I have to be more active in developing personal 
contacts. This must be regarded as a prelude to the official 
s~~it, but this meeting will have an importance of its own. ~ 

The President: I agree. (U) 
Chairman Gorbachev: I like informal meetings. I think we need 
more than correspondence. We need to talk to each other. Both for 
the u.s. and the USSR, and for the world, this meeting is more than 
just a symbol. our people are looking forward to our getting down 
to business. so welcome, Mr. President, we are at your disposal. 

( u) 
The President: Thank you for your welcome. It is true that this 
particular meeting was my idea. In doing so, I had the feeling you 
would be most agreeable to this kind of meeting. I think I told 
you that when I drafted my letter on the way back from Paris, I was 
changing 180 degrees on the need and benefit of such a meeting. 
That change of heart has been well received in my country for the 
most part. Since the genesis of this idea, there have been so many 
dramatic changes in the world. I want to be sure how you view 
them, including in Eastern EUrope, and for you to understand the 
way I see things. Before the end of these two days. I hope you and 
I can get together, perhaps with one notetaker. ~ 

Chairman Gorbachev: It is very necessary, because they will get 
tired of us and we will get tired of them. (U) 

The President: You said it, pal. But such a talk between us would 
be very useful. (U) 

Chairman Gorbachev: I have the feeling that this is a continuation 
of our two previous talks. (U) 

Thd President: I feel those were comfortable. There were no kicks 
un er the table. With your permission I would lik t t 
ideas on the table but it 1 • e o pu some 
boilerplate, so I m~y skip it.s ~~~~e c~~ice. t~~e 1first page is 
have a serious discussion I kn says s s a chance to 
the world will be a bette'r pla~: l~u agre~. I do want to say that 
you had some doubt in New York Yo pe~es roika succeeds. I know 
which I still remember. You ~aid u ma e a statement in New York, 
perestroika fail. I can't say thesome u.s. elements want to ... re are no such element• 1D ~ 
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us __ but there are no serious elements, and most Americans don't 
f~ei that way. As we sit and try to analyze change ;tn Eastern 
Europe and admire perestroika, there are bound to be differences 
in the analytical community. aut you are dealing with an 
Administration and, for the most part, a congress that want to see 

you succeed. ~ 
what 1 propose to do now is to spell out positive initiatives, not 
in the sense of negotiating teams, but to set down a framework of 
areas in which we want to move forward with you. I would like to 
set the time of a 1990 summit for several days in the last two 
weeks of June and set the day for the Ministerials. Jim's thought 
is the end of January, but of course we will be flexible. Let me 
paint with a broad brush on the congressional front. I want to 
waive Jackson-Vanik, which prohibits MFN. Two things have to 
happen. You are changing your emigration law and expect it to be 
completed early next year. our law requires a trade agreement 
before MFN status can be granted. Let's begin trade negotiations 
immediately. I will push the American side to move. I want it 
done. If that word is not out to the top people in our 
Administration -- and I think it is -- I will see to it. I would 
like to wrap up an agreement by the 1990 summit . I want to remove 
statutory restrictions on our ability to provide export credit 

guarantees. x5i 
Let me interrupt my note-reading to say I was impressed with what 
your . Foreign Minister said. Some reporter, probably from the U.s. , 
asked whether the soviet Union wanted the u.s. to bail out the 
USSR. He gave a good answer, reflecting the pride of the soviet 
people. If it is agreeable, these steps will not be presented as 
the superiority of one system or against what Mr. Shevardnadze was 
conveying with his very good answer. aut we are at a sensitive 
time. I am not making these suggestions as a bailing out. That 
is not the spirit I came here with. ~ 

After Jackson-Vanik, we will explore with congress the lifting of 
limitations on export credits and guarantees. I believe we can get 
that done: not a program of assistance, but a program of 
cooperation. We would like to hand over a paper with technical 
cooperation projects that we can pursue together. These cover a 
wtde range of projects and topics, including finance agriculture 
~~tistics, small business development, anti-monopoly efforts· 
Th getary jndttax policy, and even the role of a stock exchange' 
ar:s~a~~e ~ suggestions. You may think some are good, and som~ 

You have expressed an interest i b Union at GATT Let me clear th nio server status for the soviet 
knows. we ha~e had a di ffe e a r on this one. As Mr. Oobrynin renee on that issue. The u.s. has 

~T/SENSITIVE/NODIS 
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objected to soviet observer status at GATT. I've changed· I 
believe GATT should accept the USSR as an observer, so that we can 
learn together. we would support that once the uruguay round is 
over. we are now to-ing and fro-ing among our friends. we are 
fighting with the EC on agriculture. They are arguing. To 
complete the uruguay Round, we have to drive to a conclusion of 
existing items. As soon as it is over, soviet observer status 
would be good. It may even be an incentive to those at the Uruguay 
Round. ouring the intervening year, the soviet Union could move 
toward market prices at the wholesale level, so that the Eastern 
and western economies become somewhat more compatible. I cannot 
speak for all at GATT, but we will advocate this step. The Uruguay 
Round will end less than a year from now. There is another area 
in which to cooperate on economic front: new cooperation between 
the soviet Union and the OECD and improving East-West economic 
cooperation in the CSCE process. I am trying to convey that we 
want your views, but the main point is to lean forward on this. 
Regarding investment and other areas, I want to talk with you. I 
would like to switch to another area, one that has been 
contentious: human rights and the resolution of all divided 
families issues. we have lists which you have been given. ~) 

Chairman Gorbachev: The u.s. Embassy is not been able to cope with 
the flood of those who want to emigrate. we will keep after you 
~this. (James Baker passes over the list. It is not a big list. 

The President: Let me bring up the most contentious issue. You 
kriow what it is. I know what is. I am not arguing with Mr 
Shevardnadze' s words, but this issue of having two countrie~ 
identified with the USSR swimming against the tide in central 
America is a great dividing wedge between us. somehow I would like 
to discuss ~his in this big meeting, or between you and me. In a 
broad context, when I was down there in Costa Rica. carlos Andres 
Perez sat next to me at dinner. He gave me a lecture that I am so 
interested ~ changes in Eastern Europe, that I am neglecting the 
western Hern1sphere. He displayed some angst about Poland: how 
come them and not us? I said this publicly, and want to re eat: 
Oscar Arias asked me to please ask President Gorbachev to get ~idel 
~tro to stop exporting revolution into these fragile democracies. 

I know it is difficult but I t t Nicaragua and cuba. This is ~an ° have a frank discussion about 
a relationship that is going ~~ ~~gl~ ~~s~ disruptive factor to 
just the right wing in u s C r g irection. It is not 
know it is sensitive for· ~u buoncerns run deeper than that. I 
they put all this mone i~o Cu t in the u.s. some ask, "How can 
the record to show I ~ve raise~a :~f sitill want credits?" I want s n the most direct possible 
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way. It is a gigantic thorn in one shoe for our relationship. We 
try to move ahead. Nicaragua promised Mr. shevardnadze not to ship 
arms. They owe you an explanation. ortega owes you an 
explanation. we think Christian! is trying to control his death 
squads on the right. He's a good man. He is trying to promote 
democracy. In costa Rica, Christian! was with Ortega, who looked 
at the stars. Please believe me: this is not a right-wing 
Republican problem. The Sandinistas have not told the truth. The 
answer is honest elections in Nicaragua and a transfer of power. 
My concern is that elections will not be open. Yesterday the 
sandinistas denied visas to an observer group from our Congress, 
one-half their supporters. ).S1 

one last word: given your statesmanship in the world, I would hope 
you will join us in calling for the sandinistas to renew the 
ceasefire, conduc~ free and fair elections, and accept the results. 
This would have a very positive effect in central America and in 
the u.s. Regarding cuba, we know Castro is very complicated, but 
he is a major source of problems in the region. Again, I quote 
oscar Arias, with whom we have had big differences. He raised this 
with me. We see no signs of new thinking in cuba. soviet supplies 
of advanced weaponry -- including most recently MIG-29s -- which 
Jim raised with Shevardnadze, exacerbates tension. There is no 
military threat to CUba that justifies sending these weapons to 
castro. The poor guy is practically broke. The best thing would 
be if you gave him a s.ignal that it would no longer be business as 
usual. And I am going to finish, not filibuster. ~ 

Chairman Gorbachev: No problem. 
bUsinesslike, direct, American way. 

doing it in You 
.{oel 

are a 

The President: Arms control: I want to get rid of chemical 
weapons. I mean it. Let me offer a new suggestion, granting a 
concession on my part. If you will agree to the cw initiative I 
put forward at the UN in September, I am prepared to terminate the 
u.s. binary modernization program as soon as a global ban is in 
force. I hope we can get agreement to substantially reduce our 
stockpiles. CFE: I want to complete a CFE Treaty Hi h 1 1 
political attention from your side and our side wili be n~ede~v~o 
get it done. I worry about getting bogged down in the 
ureaucracies. I would like to have a goal of a CFE summit i 

Vienna to sign a CFE Treaty in 1990. on START I want t t n 
steam behind the process. You and I sh ld ' 

0 
pu some 

differences out of the way by the 1;~0 Sagr~~ to jet all our 
conclude a treaty by then To that umrn an hopefully 
three issues -- ALCM • s · non de 1 end' we need to concentrate on 
encryption -- to be resolved ;t P eyed missiles, and tel .... try 
I am expediting the START process th: January Ministerial meeting. 
by the January meeting and will. ta:lwilllltable most .. jor ia.u .. • a !__ positions by the tt.e 
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of the next Ministerial following the Open Skies conference. I a~ 
instructing my negotiator in Geneva to lift the u.s.-proposed ban 
on mobiles and make acceptance of mobile ICBMS part of the 
negotiating text. I would also like you to consider an idea that 
would improve strategic stability. The SS-18 is the only •heavy" 
missile in either arsenal. I hope you will consider ending 
modernization of the SS-18 and deeper unilateral reductions in the 
ss-18 force. on nuclear testing, I propose that we complete the 
TTBT and PNET protocols for signature at our summit next year. In 
addition, I propose that you announce a unilateral decision to 
adhere to the limits of the Missile Technology control Regime, to 
which the u.S. and six other industrial powers adhere. [The 
soviets didn't seem to know what we are talking about.] On your 
military budget. could you consider making public the details of 
your budget. force posture, and weapons produc~ion figures, the way 
the u.s. does? As a former CIA man, I hope you got these from the 

KGB before our meeting. ~ 

Chairman Gorbachev: They say you are not publishing everything . 

.(.e1 

The President: I hope you can do this as a trust-building measure. 
Let me raise some general points for the future. I suggest that 
we support Berlin as the Olympic site in 2004. This would be a 
fitting symbol of the new era in East-West relations. on the 
environment, I know you are getting hit hard. I am getting hit 
hard. Global climate change is a key issue. some in the west want 
to shut down the whole world because of global climate change. we 
have resisted shutting down the economies of certain countries. 
We chair two of the three bodies dealing with the issue. There are 
two steps I intend to take. First, I will offer to host a 
conference next fall to negotiate a framework treaty on global 
climate change, efter the working groups on the UN-sponsored 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change complete their final 
report. There is a lot of science that needs to be factored into 
this. We have Dr. Allan Bromley, an internationally known 
scientist, in the White House. I will ask him to convene a White 
House meeting next spring for top level scientific environmental 
and economic officials to discuss global climate' change issues • 
~ hope you will send your top officials in the field. This is m. 
ery last point. so much depends on young people that I woul~ 

like to propose that we ask our relevant official~ to develop a 
program of university exchanges for soviet and Am i 
undergraduates. Let's aim to have 1000 oun er can 
of 25 -- soviet people and 1000 Am 1 y g -- say • under the age 
country by the start of the 1991 erhca~s studying in each other's 
1n by numbers · erha s w sc 00 year. We are not locked 
like this wouidpbe Possi~l~an increase these. Perhaps a formula 
This is the end of~ non-ag~nd:~ h~ good land grant colleges . 

....s.ECP.6T/SEtlSITIVE/NODIS 
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Chairman Gorbachev: This has been interesting. It shows that the 
aush Administration has already decided what to do. I will address 
your specifics, but first let me make some more general remarks. 
[President hands over letter from President Reagan to Chairman 
Gorbachev.] Let me begin with some philosophical remarks [using 
notes in small orange notebook 3x2 inches]. I believe it is 
important for both of us to evaluate the period of the Cold War. 
You cannot rewrite history. What happened, happened. That is the 
privilege of history. aut it is our privilege, even duty, to 
examine what happened. Why is this? Today, all of us feel we are 
at an historic watershed. we have to address completely new 
problems, ones we did not anticipate or expect to become so acute. 
Now the question is whether we should approach these problems as 
in the past. In that case, we are bound to fail. If we look back, 
not everything in the past was totally negative. We have avoided 
a big war for 45 years. ('C) 

The President: Right. (U) 

Chairman Gorbachev: But still we see today that reliance on force, 
on military superiority, was wrong. It did not justify itself. 
You and I have to feel this legacy most. The emphasis on 
confrontation based on our different ideologies is wrong. We had 
reached a dangerous point, and it is good that we stopped to reach 
an understanding. Reliance on nonequal exchange between the 
developed countries and the developing world cannot go on. It has 
collapsed. Look at how many problems ·there are in the developing 
world that affect all of us. Overall, my conclusion is that 
strategically and philosophically, the methods of the Cold war were 
defeated. We are aware of that defeat, and the man in the street 
is more aware than anyone. I am not preaching, but people are 
having an impact on policy in the u.s. and the Congress, and in the 
USSR and the Supreme Soviet. But we face probl~~s of survival, 
including the environment and problems of resources. People are 
very much aware of all that. I also believe that the USSR and the 
u.s. -- this started in the Reagan Administration, and you were 
involved -- have become aware that these changes need to be made. 
People of the u.s. and the USSR desire to move toward each other 
At the political level we are lagging behind our people, who want 
to become closer. This is understandable, because political will 
and policies are complicated. Marshal Akhromeyev and General 
Scowcroft understand the military situation, but there are some 
people on each side, including scientists, who are trying to scare 
us. It is not easy to change their thinking, but the process is 
u~derway. I wanted to begin my remarks by saying this because in 
t e American political community, there is still on~ idea ver 
present. It is this. The Soviet Union has be n to ch y 
course. Eastern Europe is cracking, falling ap~t. The ~~l~c~!: 
~CRBT/SENSITIVE/NODIS 
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of the Cold war were right; those policies should not change. The 
only thing the u.s. needs to do is to keep its baskets ready to 
gather the fruit. But, recently, I know you do not agree with 
this. I know you heard experts give their views, but what you have 
said today shows President Bush has his own understanding, which 
is consistent with the challenges of our times. When we speak of 
the u.s. and the USSR something very serious is involved. We 
cannot permit our nations to base their policies on illusions and 
mistakes regarding each other. I note the President has spoken in 
favor of perestroika but has said appropriately that perestroika 
is for the soviet Union to accomplish. We would like to hear from 
you something more, to hear specific steps to confirm that. Now 
1 have heard plans for such steps. That is very important. I want 
to say that clearly. ....(-81" 
·r.et me make my second point. There is a major regrouping in the 
world now. we are moving from a bipolar to a multipolar world. 
we both will have to deal with an increasingly integrated Europe. 
Japan is another major factor. I remember we once referred to 
China, which is another reality that neither of us should try to 
exploit against one another. China would not accept such an 
attempt .. India is becoming increasingly dynamic. I welcome the 
carefully balanced position of President Gandhi. I appreciate that 
Gandhi wants to have good relations with both the u.s. and the 
USSR. what is our role in this regrouping? Mr. Dobrynin and all 
the others remember when we discussed this with secretary Shultz 
near the end of the Reagan Administration. He showed me 
interesting graphs, which were very important, very interesting. 
This regrouping can be accompanied by disquieting trends. For one 
example, Eastern Europe's share in the world economy is not much 
but look how the world is watching what is happening there. Ther~ 
are tensions. I can imagine that new and enormous issues will come 
into play, all related to limited resources. we in the soviet 
leadership have been thinking about this for some time The u s 
and the USSR are doomed to cooperate for a long time, but we h~v~ 
to abandon the vestiges of images of an enemy. such approaches 
still exist. When we think of new challenges, we have to think 
about how big the u.s. and soviet militaries are. I am not 
suggesting a u.s.-soviet condominium, only describing reality. I 
dot~ot ca~l into question our allied responsibility or previous 
i~ t~~~s ~cc~~~ie~~ti::w" r!~ii~~~re mus~ be patterns of cooperation 
understand those realities. The:~ i~n so;: ;r:c:J~:Jonb~i~~n~ 5to 
about what kind of soviet Union th · · 
dynamic success or painful disaster e U.S. would like to see: 
you have been receiving It i s. I know the kind of advice 
be a confident countr . which s our view that we want the u.s. to 
economic, technical a~d social tac~}es its problems confidently: 
all my interlocutor~; they wili confloutwhanit, you can check with rm s in my po•1t1on with 

•• Hi/SBHSrrrvB/MODIS 
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world leaders. Any other approach is dangerous. It is dangerous 
to ignore or neglect 't.he interests of the U.s. However, that means 
the u.S. , too, must take into account the interests of others. The 
u.s. has not entirely abandoned old approaches. I cannot say we 
have entirely abandoned ours. Some times we feel the u.s. wants 
to teach, to put pressure on others. We are aware of that. I will 
want to hear your response, because this is how we will build 
bridges across rivers rather than parallel to them. This is very 
important. Since you, Mr. President, have several years in office, 
I feel it is important to be very clear on this. Maybe this one 
meeting will not be enough but we must understand this fundamental 
point [slaps table with emphasis). The rest is details which will 
fit in. As for what is happening in USSR and Eastern Europe, we 
will have time to discuss that. But we can continue our earlier 
discussion. tsT 

The President: I hope you have noticed that as dynamic change has 
accelerated in recent months, we have not responded with 
flamboyance or arrogance that would complicate USSR relations. 
What I am saying may be self-serving. I have been called cautious 
or timid. I am cautious, but not timid. But I have conducted 
myself in ways not to complicate your life. That's why I have not 
jumped up and down on the Berlin Wall. ~ 

Chairman Gorbachev: Yes, we have seen that, and appreciate that. 
we have some concern on one thing: your actions in the 
Philippines. I appreciate your letter and want to discuss this. 
A-51 

The President: Good. (U) 

Chairman Gorbachev: I welcome very much what you have outlined 
because behind these steps I see political will at the top of th~ 
u.s. government. Why is this important to me? on the basis of my 
cooperation with President Reagan, I remember there were times when 
we encountered an impasse. In Geneva, President Reagan and I may 
drink coffee and other things, but make no progress. When I was 
with Chernyaev at the Black Sea, I got a letter from President 
Reagan and talked with Shevardnadze. There was not much to work 
with in the letter. (All this was after our summit in Geneva. 
I could have responded in kind but thought instead: what if w~ 
suggest meeting in a couple of weeks at Reykjavik? Maybe Reykj ik 
scared some in the u.s. Europe and th av 
intellectual breakthrough, and o~r relati~nsus~:· butt it was an 
have accumulated a lot of possibilitie gan o move. We 
first it takes political will 5 in the economic area, but 
business. Your business eo 1 on your part to influence u.s. 
for the signal of a new 8 sp peo~rie disciplined. They were waiting 

· · cy. Now they have it. 

Sii:CRE'f'7'SENSITIVE/NODIS 
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As for START, our negotiators need new instructions from our level. 
aut your remarks are very important from that standpoint. I thank 
you for placing bilateral cooperation at the top of the agenda. 
Regarding economic cooperation, we are ready to work actively to 
discuss those things with you without seeking to surprise anyone. 
The situation is this. On our side and your side, people say we 
have to cooperate -- when we get together people say •Malta/Yalta" 
(animated]. we need to discuss and explain things to our allies, 
but I think it can be done. I welcome your proposal for Ministers 
to meet as early as January. Regarding economic issues, your 
intentions are very encouraging. our policy is to move more and 
more to adjust to the world economy. Laws on property, land 
ownership, and lease-holding are going ahead. We will overhaul our 
entire structure of prices in the USSR. In the final analysis, it 
is necessary to move to the convertibility of the ruble. J.S-) 

The President. Yup. (U) 
chairman Gorbachev: As we restructure our economy, I feel it is 
better if we get involved in the international financial 
institutions. we must learn to take the world economy into 
perestroika. I know some in the U.S. worry that we would 
politicize the international financial institutions. We were 
ideological. so were you. But it's a different time, and we will 
work on new criteria. aut I appreciate your willingness to help 
the soviet Union to become involved in the world economy. The 
supreme soviet has been working hard and has adopted 34 laws. The 
law on emigration is only on the first reading. Laws on freedom 
of conscience and the press are on first reading, too. These are 
far-reaching laws that will create a legal base for fer-reaching 
change. There is no way back. ~ 

on Central America, when Shevardnadze told me about Jim Baker's 
letter criticizing us about soviet policy toward Central America 
I said it was a misunderstanding. If we promise something to you' 
we always want to keep our pledges or you will not have trust 1~ 
our relationship. We want to convince you we are not engaged in 
political games. We pledged we would not supply weapons to 
Nicaragua and we are not. I appreciate congress's cutting off 
weapons to the contras. As soon as the cessna crashed 
Shevardnadze and Yazov asked their Nicaraguan and CUba~ 
counterparts, and both countries strongly said they had nothing to 
do with that incident. So that's the way it is o t d 
castro said they are ready to explain themselves "to ~eerl~aan A~~en 
my trip to CUba, I sent you a letter 1 ill · er 
specific when we have a one-on-one talk and ~ell be a little more 
talk with castro. There are lots of in you more about my 
A cessna plane was used to land weapons Central America. 
experts involved in El salvador ope;~tfed Square, and there are ens. But we will keep our 
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word. If your position doesn't change, ours won't. we see how you 
perceive this problem but don't really understand [laugh, good
naturedly]. There is political pluralism in Nicaragua. It has 
nothing to do with Marxism. It is ridiculous to speak of the 
Sandanistas as Marxists. The roots of the current situation are 
economical and historical. I don't see why Nicaragua is so 
unacceptable to you. They will have a new government after 
elections. Let the UN and the Latin Americans monitor the 
election. Frankly, we are not that much concerned with them. Let 
that process unfold. As for CUba. castro emerged without any 
assistance from us. Your country and ours have been in different 
situations re cuba. Mr. President, I think we can change this, 
too. No one can really give orders to cuba, absolutely no one. 
castro, for instance, has his own views of perestroika, saying what 
he thinks [laughs again]. But we need mutual understanding. we 
don't want bridgeheads in cuba or Central America. We don't need 
that. You must be convinced of that. ~ 
Regarding arms control: on CW I anticipated your new position but 
did not know you would propose ending binary production. That is 
very important. so we will think that over. It certainly shows 
movement, although there is some disjuncture from an early global 
ban, which should be our goal, but we would be moving to that goal 

through steps. Right? fST 
secretary Baker: That's correct. OUr position used to be to 
support an effectively verifiable worldwide global ban. we were 
having difficulty over verification. The President now says that 
if the soviet Union will support the President's UN proposal (20% _ 

2%), that action would be taken without further progress on 
verification. The President would forego CW modernization. The 
u.s. and the yssR could agree, even coming out of this meeting, to 

do this. ~ 
Chairman Gorbachev: The goal of a global ban remains? ~ 

secretary Baker: Absolutely. (U) 

chairman GOrbachev: Let's get our experts together. (U) 

Chairman Gorbachev: Without details on CFE, let me respond to our 
proposal. This Is 100% the same proposal we have been p hr 
It is very ~portent. As for START, we need political wrtl ng. 
listened carefully to what you have said. I heard thi f · 

1 

on s~~s. I understand that you were in the Navy~o r.sTg rom you 

W President: They didn't have SLCMs when I was in. I'm too old. 



12 
~sENSITIVE/NODIS -president Gorbachev: By 3une, it is realistic to expect that a 
START Treaty could be completed. But if we cannot solv~ SLCM by 
then, that could cause significant problems. You have a 
significant advantage. Mershal Akhromeyev and General scowcroft 
have discussed some suggestions on this. }81 

The president: Maybe they can talk further. (U) 

President Gorbachev: It's a problem and both sides consider it a 
probiem. we don't think on all issues we have to be neck end neck. 
There are differences in the structures of our forces. nut nucleer 
SLCM are a serious factor if we reduce everything else while those 
remain withOUt some SLa< constraints. And the supreme soviet would 

not ratifY. ;.si 
secretary Baker: come on. That's our argument . 

president Gorbachev: As for nuclear testing and publicizing our 
military &Udget, we take note of your proposals. I welcome your 
suggestions for further cooperation. we will participate in that 
white House meeting. In summing up, we could particularly note 

these. End of Conversation --

~CP~ISENSITIVE/NODIS 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

W"'SHIJIIGTON 

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION 

SUBJECT: 

PARTICIPANTS: 

DATE, TIME 
AND PLACE: 

First Restricted Bilateral Session with Chairman 
Gorbachey of Soyiet Union 

The President 
General scowcroft, Assistant to the President for 

National Security Affairs 
Interpreter 

Mikhail Gorbachev, Chairman of the Supreme Soviet 
of the USSR 

Anatoliy Chernyaev, Aide to Chairman Gorbachev 
(Notetaker) 

Interpreter 

December 2, 1989, 12:00 - 1:00 pm 
Maxim Gorkii Cruise Liner, Malta 

Chairr-an Gorbachey: I have three points. I already referred to 
Central America especially Cuba. I recall a letter to you after 
Cuba. My talks in Cuba weren't simple. Castro expressed caution 
about our policy -- I explained our aims were good. I said as 
for our internal affairs we are doing what we want. What you do 
is your business. He asked me, in effect, to help normalize 
o.s.-cuban relations. ~SENl 

Recently, the Cuban Chief of Staff visited the Soviet Union. He 
talked to Yazov and said some things, I say this for the first 
time in the most private way . If Castro found out .... ~S£Nl 

Ibe President: I understand. It will stay with me. (Ul 

ChAirman Gorbachey: I think perhaps we would think how to do it. 
So.e contacts. We could participate but that is not necessary. 
I can say that Castro understands that the world is changing 
draaatically but he has his own sense of dignity and pride. Even 
raising this possibility was not easy for ht.. ~SEN) 

Ihe President: What is he saying? (U) 

Chainpan Gorb4chey: His very words, •rind a way to aake the 
President aware of my interest in noraalization.• It is on the 
b&sia of that reaark that I aade my co~~~~~ent. UH"SEN) 
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~SENSIIIVE/NQD!S z 
Pr~sident: Let's put all our cards on the table about 

Ihe • Our allies can't see why we care about Central Ar.erica. 
iasjrot isn't a gut issue for them. For the political left in 
~ ~s 5 · it isn't a gut: issue. But for the fledgling 

~e!oc;a~les in Latin America and the U.s. right it is a gut 
issue: castro is like a sea anchor as you move fo~ard an~ the 
Western ae~isphere moves. He is against all this Eastern 
Europe and the Hestern Hemisphere. ~SEN) 

Publicly Latin Americans will not criticize a colleague. But 
Arias' call was a clear indication that Castro is now totally 
isolated . There is another major Castro problem -- the emigres 
(in Florida) who have strong emotions about this last dictator. 

we have had feelers from Castro but never with an indication of a willingness to change. ~ 

Switching ·to Nicaragua, you said Ortega had ~ot~:!.=:; to do with 
[ILLEGIBLE]. I am inclined to agree though I didn't use to think 
so. But I am convinced that they are exporting revolution. They 
are s~~di~q weapons. I don't care what they have told you, they 
are suppor::ing the FMLN. I am now convinced there is a new 
ship~n:: of helos going fro~ the Soviet Union ::o Nicaragua. I 
don't question Shevardnadze' s word on this. J.SiSEr") 

Chairr:an Gorbacb~: There were u.s. rockets too. ~ 

Ibe Presiqe~ 1 see a solution as in a verifiable election 
free and open -- and that if Ortega loses he doesn't t%)• to cling 
to power. lf it is a free election, we will abide by the results. £81sem 

The only other open cancer is Panama, but there is no feeling 
that the Soviet Union wants Noriega to succeed. He is a terrible 
problem for us. 1 asked the Attorney General if our indictments 
were strong ones. 1 am seeking for him to get out. This is 
quite confidential. He SAid these arc good indictments and given 
feelings on drugs in the u.s •• I can't drop the indictments. ~61 
Chotrman GQ[bacb•~' Let me tell you how your steps a.., perceived 
in the Soviet Union. People ask a<e there no barrier to the u.s. 
action in independent countries? The u.s. passes judgement and executes that judge~nt. J&' 

tb• Pr•std•nt..;. There is no military operation aoainst Colombia, 
but ir we are asked for help against the scourqe or drugs we will help. ).8f ' 

Then I would like to mention the Philippines. ~ 

I was surprised at your PhilipPines reaction. Acquino is 
democratically elected and asked for our help to prevent the 
Palace from beinq bombed by the rebels. It never occurred to me 
that this •OUld cause problems in the Soviet Union, though x 
Probably would have done it anyway. But that notion never occurred to me. .~ 

-iiGBittSENSITIVE!NOp~ 
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iSCR5rfSENSIIIYE/NOPIS ~ 

In the soviet Union scme are saying the Chairman Gorbacbey: being replaced by the Bush doctrine. ,...P.t) Brezhnev doctrine is 

Ih<> _res. ____ · 
1

c.o P 
~dent. I want to understand. Here is .a democracy sa1-•ing 

that it needs help against rebels. ~' 

Chairrao Gorbachey: I agree she is democratically elected. It 
de ends on the context. In Eastern Europe there are governments, 
le;itimately elected, that are now being replaced. The question 
is in Eastern Europe it is prohibited for Soviet troops to 
intervene. All now is interrelated. Some now are seeing that we 
are not performing our duty to our friends. But we have not been asked. jS) 

Ibe President: In Eastern Europe, change is peaceful and 
encouraged by you. In the PhilipJPines, there is a Colonel trying 
to shoot his way into power. ;ar 

Cbaircary Gqrbachey: I agree -- peaceful change is the way. Our 
position is non-interference. The process of change can be 
painful but we believe in non-interference. Colonels can be 
found everywhere to do those jobs. l8r 

Ibe Presid<>Q~: If we can stick with the notion of peaceful 
Change, better relations will occur between the Soviet Union and 
the u.s. I would never give advice to a senior office holder 
like you. I can accept your criticism, but not on this issue, in 
this circumstance. Acquino is struggling to bring democracy. I 
would hope your criticism could be muted. I can accept it but I 
think that your criticism would cut the wrong way. .-fB1 

I appreciate your explanation in the Philippines. One more 
co~ent on ~atin America. I don't want to sound like a broken 
record. Let me express u.s. public opinion on you yourself. 
There is strong support for perestroika and for establishing 
pluralistic answers in Eastern Europe -- strong support. But I 
think people see support for Castro -- almost -- speaking frankly 
-- as an embarrassment. He is against the causes you are advocating. ,Je7 

Chairman Gorhachgy: That is pluralism (laughs). (U) 

Ihe President: I wish we could find a way. You are spending 
billions into the pipeline and getting nothing for it, and it 
does interfere with our overall relationship. The way you have 
handled it is clear. Castro doesn't just do what you say. ~er 
Just to end it -- anything we can do to cut SUpPort for Cuba and 
Nicaragua so we are not on opposite aides. Chile is moving in 
the right direction -- not toward the u.s. but toward democracy 
and I don't want these others to get in the way of what I want to L do with the Soviet Union. ..MtT 

Chairman Gorbache~ The most important thing is that we have no 
Plan tor Latin America -- no bridges, no bridgeheads. That is 
not our policy -- you have it from me. !NEXT LINE ILLEGIBLEJ 

f 
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r am moving tovard democracy. Of course they are fledgling and 
the road ahead will be difficult. We are satisfied with that -
as you -- but we will not interfere. ,tar 

With Cuba, yes, we have a long relationship -- responding to the 
economic blockade. We seek to put it on a more normal basis, 
especially economic. We are trading with Cuba and that meets our 
need-- sugar, citrus, nickel-- but it is much more to Cuba's 
advantage. For example, we sell oil to Cuba on a market clearing 
basis which we could sell for much more. But Cuba is independent 
with its own view and we don't want to interfere. UH 

I mention Castro's signal because I think it shows Castro sees 
his interest lies in changing his relations with the U.S. and 
others. So please give it some thought. If you have something 
to share with us or something we can pass on. We can note we 
have had a frank conve=sat!Qn and understand each other better. J8) 

Ihe President: We have had feelers from him. But if he could do 
so~ething in human rights. I will think carefully on it. I will 
let you know so we don't get disconnected on this. t5r 

~irman GorbachevL We could say that to him about human rights. 

Ihe President; He won't even let the U.N. in to see. ~ 

Chairrnan G9rbacheyL 1 haven't finished (laughs). CU) 

Ihe President.: Neither have I. (U) 

Chairman Gorbache\!: O.K. (Ul 

Ihe President,: O.K. (U) 

Chairman Gorbache\!: Let me address Eastern Europe. I have three points. ..fS1 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

The direction of change in the Soviet Union and Eastern 
Europe is such as to bring us closer -- that is :iJiportant. ~ 

What I dislike is when some u.s. politicians say unity 
of Europe should be on the basis of Western values. we 
have long been accused of exporting ideology. Tbat ia 
What is now being proposed by so• -- not you. ...,-

Mr. ~ohl is in too •uch ot a hurry on the c.raaa 
question. That is not goOd. 1 worry that 
be part of hia pre-election ga.e and not h.·~•.,•• 
~rategic outlook. There are aoae dirferences 
8; Neat Geraany, within the coalition, and vith 
~-~~ .. should let ~ohl know that his apProach -v- things. .utr 

•••••• lllbl 
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F le would a united Germany be outside alliances or 
wf~h~~~ro? Answer is premature and we shouldn't put it forth 
__ shou!d let it run its natural course. You and I are not 
responsible for the division of Germany. Let history 3ecide what 
should happen. We need an understanding on this. ~51 

The President; I think Kohl feels an enormous emotional response 
to what has happened -- as does Genscher. There is some politics 
in his three part program and some emotional outpouring. I think 
he knows his allies -- after they support right of the German 
people to reunify, have some private reservations about 
reunification. ~sf 

Chairrran Gorbachey; Yes I lcnow -- and they have let me know. 
Unlike they and you -- I am saying there are two states, mandated 
by history. So le~ hist~ry d.ecide the outcol!!e. Kohl assures me 
he will abide by understandings made in Bonn. Now he says he 
wants to talk on the phone and Genscher is coming. I think this 
is an :? particular prudence. J..Sr 

Ihe Presiqent; I agree and we will do nothing to recklessly try 
to speed up reunification. When you talk to Kohl, I think you 
will see he agrees. But his rhetoric, you must understand, is 
ecotional and possibly some politics, but mostly emotion. ....(~ 

Chairrao Gorbache~ It is good that things have (ILLEGIBLE) (U) 

Ih~ President; The most conservative Americans salute how you 
have handled this issue. They are now looking back into history. 
I will be timid -- that is hew in a nutshell they describe my 
refusal to jump up and down at the Wall. This is no time for 
grandstanding-- a step that looks good but could prove reckless. )-81 

Chairman Gorbache¥4 The times we live in are of great 
responsibility -- great opportunity but great responsibility •• ~s-J 

Ih~ President4 I would like to spend some time on one other point at some time. ~ 

Chairman Gorbache~: I have one other point as well -- later. A 
point which you carefully avoided. 181 

Ihe President: Yes, I was hoping to avoid it. ~81-

Cboirman Gorbacbe~: I once said something You used a word 
that means •a test• to see if we could solve mutual problems.~ 
fbe PresidentL Afghanistan is more important to you than to us. 
Lewas wrong about what would happen after Soviet troops left t's discuss it. ~ • 

Ihe Presiden~: Let me not blind side you. You may not want to 
discuss it. But I would like to know your views concernin~ the sensitive area of the Baltica. ~ • 

~/SENSITIYE/NOQI~ 
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Chairman Gorbachex: 
l'es, we will. CUJ 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION 
Luncheon Meeting with chairman Gorbechev of the USSR 

The Presiden~ 
SUBJECT: 

PARTICIPANTS: 

DATE, TIME 
AND PLACE: 

James A. Baker, Secretary of State 
John H. sununu, Chief of staff 
Brent scowcroft, Assistant to the President for 

National security Affairs 
Paul wolfowi~z. Under secretary of Defense for 

Policy 
Reginald Bartholomew, Under Secretary for security, 

Assistance, Science and Technology, Department of 
state 

Robert D. Blackwill, Special Assistant to the 
Presiden~ for European and soviet Affairs 

Interpreter 

Mikhail Gorbachev, Chairman of the Supreme Soviet 
of the USSR 

Eduard Shevardnadze, Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Aleksandr Yakovlev, Chairman. International Policy 
Aleksandr Bessmertnykh, First Deputy Minister of 

Foreign Affairs 
Anatoliy Chernyaev, Aide to the General Secretary 
B. Chernavin 
Anatoliy Oobrynin, Adviser to the Chairman 
N. Kruchina 
Valentin Falin, Chief, International Department 
Sergey Akhromeyev, Adviser to the Chairman 
vadim Zagladin, Adviser to the Chairman 
Viktor Karpov, Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Yuriy Dubinin, Ambassador to the United States 
Interpreter 

December 2, 1989, 1:30 p.m. - 2:45 p.m. 
Cruise Ship Gorky 

The President: Your meeting with the Pope went well. It got very 
good press iri the U.S. (U) 

Chairman Gorbachev: It went over the limit prescribed. It was a 
very substantial meeting. (U) 

The President: Did you and Minister Shevardnadze talk about tbe 
Middle East while we were having our one-on-one? ~ 
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secretary Baker: we spent the whole time on our CW proposal. 
Fore~gn Minister Shevardnadze su9gested a directive to the 
ministers from the two leaders. (~ 
The president: The Lebanon situation is of heartbreaking concern 
to us. we have lots of interest in a peaceful resolution but very 

little influence. j.e1 
Chairman Gorbachev: we are doing much to improve the situation 

there. t,.Pr 
Minister shevardnadze: We received a request from the President 
(OI Lebanon) to issue a statement. of support. He made a similar 
request to you. ..(-ef 
The President: we have already done that. ~ 
chairman Gorbachev: \'le made a statement to this effect with 
Presl.aent Mitterrand and on our own. The President of Lebanon 
feels that our meeting could helpfully issue statement of support. 
I would like to see this. Perhaps we could make an oral statement 
for the press reaffirming our previous stat~T.ents. ~) 

The President: I like the idea. ~~ 

Minister Shevardnadze: The Lebanese President writes that he 
intenas to use force against Aoun. ~ 

The President: That would mean Syrian force. He doesn't have many 
foot soldiers. The outpouring of friendship for you in Italy was 
wonderful. It came through on our television. ~i 

Chairman Gorbachev: I have warm memories of the meetings I had in 
New York city and the warm feelings toward me. (U) 

The President: very good. (U) 

Chairman Gorbachev: When our cars were on the way to Governors 
Island, we learneo of the earthquake in Armenia. I talked to 
Ryzhkov on the way. That night we were told 35,000 to 100,000 
died. We were shocked and immediately took the decision to fly 
home. JR1 

Secretary Baker: What was the final count? (U) 

Chairman Gorbachev: 24,000. 
my lite. (U) 

I haven't seen anything like it 1a 

The President: 
people? (U) 

How is it now? Arc your getting housing for the 

~/SE!lSITIVE/NODIS 
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Chairman Gorbachev' we have a program worked out. but we had to 
DO sure that the new houses were protected against earthquakes. 
That doubled the cost. There have been some delays. bUt work is 
progressing well. Chernobyl cost B - 10 bUlion rubles. tncluding 
compensation to people affected. aestorin9 Armenia cost 12 to 1< 
billion rubles. There has also been a drop in oil prices. All of 
the above means for the next five year period we have some 

difficult choices. )R> 
what gets you on budgeting is these unforseen 
our savings and loan problems are costing $50 The President: 

ci rcumstancey 
billion. (C) 
Chairman Gorbachev' That is not much considering the size of your 
economY· Did th>S happen when you (Secretary Baker) were secretary 
of Treasury? In Italy, I saw a lot of products and few customers. 
rn our country. it is the opposite. Your shops have merchandise. 
ours have none. The main problem is the deformation of the market. 
the great ruble overhang. we have been given a lot of advice. 
First. let the market decide, and let it absorb excessive liquiditY 
-- a free market. I asked our economists where in the world there 
is a completely free market in the last ten years. They could give 
me no example. If we followed that advice. within a week the 
workers would be in the streets bringing the downfall of any 
government. others advise that we buy 16 to 20 billion rubles of 
consumer goods. To these advocates I say: 1) we can't allow vital 
questions for our country to be decided elsewhere; (2) if we agreed 
to such a course, it would be a major blunder and it would make our 
restructuring more difficult. we need to wean our people away from 
a leveling principle. They need to learn how to work, to depend 
on themselves. our society is changing and we must change our 

thinking. ~ 
The President: In that regard Alan Greenspan's visit, for example, 
was very helpful. The visits of some u.s. business people are very 
helpful. I have respect for our systems being widely apart now as 
you work for change inside the soviet economy. In the u.s. there 
is interest in enhancing trade, and hopefully it is in your 
interest if we have more exchanges and visits between our economic 
and business people talking exclusively about trade and economics. 
It would help for us to work together to advise our business people 
concerning their activities in the USSR. I don't have a formal 
proposal bUt these activities would serve what I want -- more trade 
and investment between our two countries. ..(-Ct 

Chairman Gorbachev: That is exactly what we favor. As a general 
remark. we expect from the u.s. President is a political statement 
in support of what we are doing. Business circles in the u s h 
great potential and. as Ambassador Dobrynin can testifY a~e.ea~~~ 
to move forward. That is why I attach great significa~ce to what 
you said today about the economic measures you have in mind. ..(..C~ 

~/SENS!TIVE/NOD!S 
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The president' We have to move toward more compatibility of the 
systems• ins'Eead of the current polar situation. ThiS can be done 
withOUt putting down the other guy. Regarding statistics, we do 
not have perfect ac~oracy, bUt we have some pretty good people. 
I would like them to sit down with your folks. This iS good for 
the tnvestment climate. Jim Baker is reminding me of the list of 
ten areas in thiS domain where we can cooperate. .tel 
chairman corbachev' In some of those areas, we have ongoing 
cooperation. sut-we can do better on banking activities and fiscal 
issues. For example, the people of Milan have started e business 

school in MOSCOW • ~ 
secretary sake<' Foreign Minister Shevardnadze and I discussed 
this before u;-wyoming. As a former finance minister, may I say 
thi5' thiS morning you mentioned ultimate convertibilitY of the 
ruble. we totallY agree that is the direction you should try to 
go. To get to convertibilitY will probablY require you to 
establish e price system. I em quite aware that economists will 
say to do that now and politicians will say that it's not possible. 

~ 
Chairman Gorbachev: Yes. (U) 
secretarY Baker' Before you do that you must take care of the 
ruble overhang. I wonder what steps you have decided on to take 
care of the ruble overhang and wanted to urge you not to forget 
the potential use of gold or gold backed bonds as instruments. 
You could ~t rid of some of that overhang without dangerous side 

effects. ('C) 
Chairman corbachev' On this score, we are already undertaking 
Initial meesures. We are doing this within the framework of next 
year's plan. we want to reduce our budget deficit by 60 billion 
cubles , by one-half. We went to restrain the rise in profits end 
eernings. so we must. first. exert strict control of excessive 
ruble overhang through proper taxation end, second, introduce bOnds 
or securities that would pay a certain percent of interest. we 
must also use up excessive rubles by making people buy bonds thet 
would guarentee delivery of • car from a new plent we intend to 
build. we are reducing our volume of industrial investments to 
funnel them elsewhere. we also are making the military sector 
produce consumer goods. In one case, we gave e government order 
to 325 military enterprises to produce food processing equipment. 
on December 12, the congress of Peoples Deputies will go to work 
on our financial situation and promote economic reforms. There is 
one suggestion of selling land to the people. we are not agreeing 
to thiS· Rather, we will lease, with the right of inheritance. 
we are moving toward private property, but very small and with no 
big business. our eventual goal is to make all these enterprises 
act within the market after market mechanisms have been 1nst lled 
tn ttely, soviet businesses operete in just this wey . .Sl 

0 
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The President: If more privatization can be encouraged, this would 
oe better for international trade, at least with the U.S. It would 
attract capital from our country in tremendous volumes. Kef 
chairman Gorbachev: If we have property of stockholders, for 
example, there are such examples in the u.s. In the u.s. it is 
difficult to find pure, genuine private property in u.s. --perhaps 
only on a family farm. what counts is the degree of economic 
independence. What is important is to be able to dispose of the 
means of production and products, but this could be through 
leasing, cooperatives, or stockholding. Naturally, we need 
widespread banking and credit institution systems. If we take, Mr. 
President, the example of the u.s., there are many variants. The 
ways applied in the U.S. -- or, say, u. K. -- vary. Italy is 
different still. sweden has mostly cooperatives. The main thing 
is to have many options, not to foreclose options. We have to 
allow certain variants to take shape. ~ 
The President: But the swedes do best when they privatize, as in 
saab. Then, the worker has a real reason to work. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

MEHORANDUM OF CONVERSATION 

SUBJECT: 

PARTICIPANTS: 

DATE, IIME 
AND PLACE: 

second Restricted Bilateral Session with Chairman 
Gorbachev of Soyiet Union 

The President 
Brent Scowcroft, Assistant to the President 

for National Security Affairs 
Interpreter 

Mikhail Gorbachtv, Chairman of the Supreme Soviet 
of the USSR 

Anatoliy Chernyaev, Aide to Chairman Gorbachev 
(Notetalcer) 

Interpreter 

December 3, 1989, 11:45 am- 12:<;5 pm 
Maxim Gorlcii Cruise Liner, Mal~a 

The President: I want to discuss an idea on bibles and a 
proposa:!. on Billy Graham. (Described the quescion he is asked 
about the Baltics) • (U) 

Cbairpa~ GQrbacbev: I have discussed how we see a (ILLEG:ELE). 
~~ny problems have arisen. We were ready to deal with the~ 
~rough greater autonomy. If separatism would becoce do~1nart, 
that wculd be dramatic. I must not create a danger to 
perestroika. The Soviet peoples would not understand. We lived 
together for fifty years, we are integrated. We have sixty 
million living out there in nationality areas. Fifty percent of 
Estonia are Russians, over 50\ of Latvians are now Russian, 
Lithuanian majority in Lithuania . In the Ukraine, 50 million are 
non-Ukrainian. Kazak.hs a re only 30\ of the population. Our 
country is that way and separatism brings out strong feelings by 
people. ,.-W') 

There has been a calming down but still there are proble~s. Ths 
is a sensitive issue for us. I hope you understand our position. 
This would bring out all sorts of terrible fires. If the U.S. 
has no understanding it would spoil relations with the U.S. mnre 
than anything else. _csJ-

IhP President: But if you use force -- you don't want to -
that would create a fircstorm. You will get that question. ~ 

Chairman Gorbachey: We want all to get equal treatment. If we 
removed our MVD troops from Naqarno-Karabakh we would have war. 
We are co~itted to a democratic process and we hope you 
understand. LS1 

.seem;usENSIIIY£/NOQIS 
DECLASSIFIED t.HI-11'1'/-111-

PER E. . 1 2958, tJ /~t/11 II~ 
AS ~MENDED 
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What happened here is precisely what we wanted. We are very 
pleased. There are some in both countries who don't like what we 
are doing. But we are right. Destructive forces should not be 
allowed to undermine this. Let me [ILLEGIBLE) some. _LSt 

The President What forces: (U) 

Chairpan Gorbachey; Sometimes lies are presented in the press, 
etc., i.e. that Gorbachev sold his friends down the river as a 
student after drinking ... [ILLEGIBLE] ~ 

The President: I never heard of this. we have a lot of nuts. 
(U) 

Chalrnan Gorbachey: I know you don't believe it. (U) 

ThP President: The visi~ is exactly what I hoped. I didn't 
respond to all ar1:1s control but we want to move forward. But we 
~ust be prudent. we are looking for ways to make further 
reductio~~especially in manpower in CFE. I must consult with 
NATO. ~~ 

n u 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

MEMORAUDUM OF CO:NERSATION 

SUBJECT: 

PARTICIPANTS: 

DATE, TIME 
AND PLACE: 

second Expanded Bilateral Session 

The President 
James A. Baker, Secretary of State 
John H. sununu, Chief of Staff 
arent Scowcroft, Assistant to the President for 

Na~ional Security Affairs 
Howard Graves (LTG), Special Assistant to the 

Chaiman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Dennis Ross, Director Policy Planning Staff, 

Oepa~trnent of State 
Condoleezza Rice, Director, Soviet and East 

European Affairs, NSC Staff (Uotet:aker) 
In-:erpreter 

Mikhail Gorbachev, Chairman of t:he Supreme Sovie~ 
of t:he USSR 

Eduard Shevardnadze, Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Aleksandr Yakovlev, Member, Politburo; Chairman, 

International Policy Commission, Central 
Committee 

Aleksandr Bessmertnykh, First Deputy Minister of 
foreign Affairs 

Anatoliy Chernyaev, Aide to Chairman Gorbachev 
(Notetaker) 

Anatoliy Dobrynin, Advisor to the Chairman, USSR 
Supreme Soviet 

Sergey Akhromeyev, Advisor to t:he Chairman, USSR 
Supreme Soviet 

Interpreter 

December 3, 1989, 4:35 - 6:45pm 
Maxim Gorki! Cruise Liner, Malta 

Chairman Gorbachev: Well, what remains to be covered? I know 
our Ministers have something t:o cover and, after all, I am your 
guest today. (laughs) (U) 

The President: How do you like my ship? The press was yelling 
at me on the Belknap that everything was cut: short. I told tbea 
that we worked at: lunch too. (U) 

Chairman GorbacbPv: Overall it was five hours. We know bett~. 
If you don't mind --because of this we could have a press 
conference together. (Ul 

The President: We have arranged to do 
then a press conference. (U) 

something to~r .-& 
dECLASSIFIED 
~Fht.O 1_.. 

A.f~ AMENCal 
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• Have you announced that? Because I think 
Chairman Gorbachev. ill have to be here on the Gorkii. I 

ess conference w • ) our pr would be be~~er to do it here. (U 
thought it 

Ihe President: If we do ~hat the pre;s 
their questions. They will say I don t 

will think I'm dodging 
want to answer their 

questions. (U) 

rh i an r.orbach~v· O.K. We will come out together -i-llnojt for a 
~ a rrn J ' answer a few questions. Then I w ust 
press conference -- (U) have a press meeting not a press conference. 

· I'll have a final answer for you after the 
Ihe President: F1ne. 
meeting. (U) 

Chairman Gorbachev: Mr. President, yesterday I res~onded to ~our 
proposals. Maybe you want to listen to our suggest~ons. I w1ll 
take into account what you said. This is an informal meeting 
the first -- between the two of us. I want to say to you. and the 
united States that t:.he Soviet Union will under no circumstances 
start a war -- that is very important. The Soviet Union is ready 
no longer to regard t:.he United States as an adversary and i~ 
ready to state tha~ our relationship is cooperative. That 1s the 
first point. ~ 

second, we favor joint efforts for verifiable limits on nuclear 
weapons. We are interested in continuing arms control but need 
to go beyond the arms race and renounce the creation of new 
weapons. Our military people are already cooperating. I want to 
thank you for giving General Yazov a chance to familiarize 
hi~~elf with U.S. armed forces. ~ 

Third, we have a defensive military doctrine. We have given 
explanations to the United States of what is meant by it. I want 
to note that the structure of our armed forces is changing -
assuming a defensive nature. They are declining in bridging, 
landing equipment and changing the location of our airforces. We 
are removing strike aircraft and putting defensive aircraft where 
the strike aircraft were located . we are not keeping these 
activities secret. Our military people are ready to meet vith 
yours and to discuss certain suggestions for adoptinq and 
implementing defensive doctrine. ,...LS,}· 

Still, the U.S. is proceeding on the basis of flexible response 
which was in the past justified but now -- now that there are 
recognized changes at the political-military level -- why isn't 
the United States moving to change the posture of its ovn ~ 
forces. This is very important. I have read the Brussels 
Statement CI think it is sixty pages) and there is no real cba ... 
as yet. kS1 

Another fundamental point. We have been discussinq tbe dyaaaice 
of negotiations. Let me point to one problem that I tbiDk is of 
great importance. Both of us recognized that both sides ~ 
created tremendous military power and are becoming aware of 
catastrophic consequences. We have shown political will to 

EESBE'!/SENSITIVEIHODIS 
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.l 
we signed the first treaty together 

eliminate chat threat. 
the INF treaty. ~ 

Thanks for what you sent me by Dobrynin -
The !?resident.: 
the piece of the SS-20. A&t 
c rJJhLilalliJ:rmmau.:n~Gu.ou.r...,b~a~c~h~e~v: This i.s the only realistic perspectiVe.d A 
~----- d and the prospects from what you did yester ay 
lot hasdbee~uto~~mething worries us. It is the naval issue which 
!~esf~~l.outside che process of negotiation. This is an 
emotional issue for previous Administrations and ours and to a 
certain extent we understand that the u.s. is a sea power whose 
lifeline is che sea and ocean. We know that the U.S. has a 
tradition of building these kinds of armed forces. ~ 

It is not: an easy issue but just look at the situation. As of 
the early 1950s the U.S.S.R. was surrounded by naval bases --
500,000 men, hundreds of aircraft, huge fleets. The U.S. has 
aircraft carriers with about 1500 aircraft. All that is deployed 
in waters adjacent co us. In this context, I am not speaking 
about submarines. ~ 

The Vienna talks will result in lowering the confrontation on 
land and the prospects are good on strategic arms. We believe 
that soon we are entitled to expect that the naval threat to us 
should be reduced. ~ 

I will venture an initiative. I believe we should start talks on 
naval arms. Maybe through confidence building measures or 
reducing the level of naval activities we could do something. 
After we are finished at CFE and START we need to go over to 
naval issues. ~ 

I know that t:he u.s. faces other potential problems than the 
Soviet Union but in the same way that the U.S. feels Europe is 
important we need security from any ocean threat. ~ 

Now I would like to make some remarks on the current talks. I 
understand tha~ we do not want to discuss details at this 
meeting. But I want to make remarks on three items. I would 
like to continue discussion and have the military people do it. 
We must come to grips with problems and see them clearly. 1-&t 

First, we must better understand the relationship between the ABM 
and the START treaty -- taking into account the Shevardnadze 
proposals to Baker. Jaf 

Second, we believe it is important to get a handle on heavy 
bombers and ALCMs. If the current U.S. proposal were adopted, 
the overall aggregate total would be not 6000 but over 8500. we 
are not seeking an advantage for ourselves -- the actual loads 
should be equalizing. ~ 

Third, SLCMs. I already talked about it. If 1 understand you 
correctly, it is to resolve the START issues by the tt.e of 
Sullllllit by the end of 1990 and have a treaty signed. 



,rrzi/SENSITiyE/NOQ:S s~cowcroft and Akhromeyev have had 
other important po nt too --some very useful talks. The u.s. and Soviet navies have nuclear 

weapons such as submarines and SLCMs and tactical nuclear weapons 

-- nuclear mines, etc. ~ 
submarines are strategic weapons and are verifiable and will be 

Of both arsenals. It is a part of the triad of 
in the structure 
forces . 
..tS'l 
But the rest -- tactical nuclear forces at sea -- should be 
eliminated. This was suggested in informal discussions. I hope 
neither scowcroft nor Akhromeyev will be offended by my now 
putting this on the table more formally. ;.s1 

We would be ready to do away with all nuclear forces at sea 
that would be the easiest for verification. Well. ~ 

The problem is reducing not only weapons but people: 

overall aggregates should be 1.3 million 
men by each side. NATO bas not agreed. 
find the decision to reduce weapons and 

First, our proposal that 
a reduction of 1 million 
I think that people will 
not people unacceptable. )-81-

Second, there is the issue of reducing the numbers of personnel 
deployed on foreign territory. We are proposing that the numbers 
of personnel be reduced to 300,000 men per alliance. This is 
like a proposal suggested first by the Soviet Union but your 
proposal does not deal with many foreign troops on the soil of 
the Western alliance (the UK, France, etc . ) ~ 

Third, our proposal is for a ceiling of 4700 front-line tactical 
aircraft. I also suggested that there should be a sub-ceiling on 
defensive interceptor aircraft. ~1 

Nothing has been agreed and I want to request that the next 
Ministerial look at these concerns. ~ 

Fourth, on open skies, we support the proposal and will 
participate. We intend to work positively and intend to have our 
military people look at it closely but we should also develop 
open seas, open space. ~ 

[At this point Chairman Gorbachev hands over a map of 
surrounding the Soviet Union.] U.S. bases 

The President: These are u.s.? (U) 

Chairman Gorbachey: You see the USSR is Sixth Fleet is moving. (U) clear (laughs) but the 

The President: Where is the SLAVA? (U) 

Chairman Ggrbacbey; Not on the map. (U) 



h accurate this is and we'll 
Why don't we see ow 

there are any problems. ~ 

Secretary Baker: 
You should fill in the Soviet Union and Eastern 

Europe . ).St" 

Chairman Gorbachev: 
it isn't filled in. 

u.s. territory is white on this maF too -
(S}-

Ibe President: Should I? JS1 

Chairman Gorbachev: Fill it in. J$) 

Secretary ~ake~: When you start publishing your defense budget 
we can fill the whole thing in. ~ 

Chairman Gorbachev: We are moving in that direction. I only 
want to underline the degree to which we look to peaceful 
relations with your country. Taking into account that a gun can 
shoot without anyone pulling the trigger -- fewer guns means less 
possibility. I do not want the danger to the U.S. to be any more 
than it is for the Soviet Union. ~ 

ForPign Minister Shevardnadze: 
proposal on chemical weapons. 

Yesterday you made a constructive 
...fS1 

Chairman Gorbachev: As I said when hearing it -- we believe its 
two broad elements: the global ban and the u.s. plan to abandon 
modernization form a good basis. kS1 

The President: I have a question on proliferation. ~ 

Chairrnan Gorbachev: Yes? (U) 

The President: I know you were not convinced that the Libyan 
plant was a chemical weapons plant but as we go along we should 
try to speak out against these kinds of incidents. People talk 
about chemical weapons as a poor man's atomic bomb --horrible 
weapons -- as our experts discuss the proposals, I would like to 
see if we can't see if there is a position that we can agree on 
proliferation. {.81 

Chairman Gorbachey: Our position is the same. We are against 
proliferation. I would like our Ministers to work out more 
specific steps. ~ 

Ihe President: We are vulnerable to the argument by small states 
that we have them. It will be good if we can cooperate. ~ 

Chairman Gorbachey: Sure we can cooperate. We can start rapidly 
to reduce and then we will have a moral right to press forward. 
)..i-) 

Chairman Gorbachey; How can we see the proceaa 1ft auzope 
us leave the arms control file to our Miniatera. (Jr • 

~Bellr/§INSIJtyi/MQDIS 



1 have great confidence in our Ministers. The 
litary to military work helps too. The work that Akhromeyev 

and Crowe started -- the more I look at the problem, I think 
those meetings are very helpful and should continue whatever 

people are involved. ~ 
~haipman Gorbachev: We discussed it among ourselves. It is 
interesting that even when we are not at the same table we .... 
to be discussing the same issues. ~ 
The President: Those talks can make a huge difference. our 
military has clout with NATO -- the European counterparts of MA!O 
won't do exactly what the JCS says -- but as we are shiftinq 
as we proceed -- the military to military contacts are very 

important. <.81"' 
Now on to Europe. You are closer but I want to make a c~t. 
j..S-1-" 
we have been surprised at the rapidity of change and noted your 
personal reaction and that of the Soviet side to these chaft988• 
Yesterday you and I discussed, without much detail, Gera&n 
reunification. We cannot be asked to disapprove of Gera&D 
reunification . I realize that this is a highly sensitive .abject 
and we have tried to conduct ourselves with restraint. I do not 
want to be positioned in a provocative way. ~ 

[Gorbachev turns and asks clarification from translator) 

I sent a high level delegation to Poland -- top industriali.ta 
and labor leaders -- not to provoke difficulties for the Soviet 
Union. Rather, it goes to explain from our standpoint what works 
in the economy. ;81 

We are well aware of the Helsinki language about borders and ~ 
I am anxious to hear from you. How do you see beyond tba ~ .. 
quo'? .£S1 

Chairrnan Gorbachev; First, I reject the remark that we ace 
closer to Europe. We are equally involved and integrated. 
are well aware of your involvement and any approach that ~~21--~: 
the involvement and role for the u.s. would be unreal 
unconstructive. It would be a mistake. Acceptance of ,.~~~• 
is a basic point with us. ~ 

The President: What I meant was that we haven't beeD 
to Eastern Europe but want to become closer without 
Soviet interests. We are involved, of course. we 
But you have been more the catalyst for change ln a 
way. -'"61 



l 

it was a very interesting group. I guess theY all have 

plenty of ti.IM now· ..44J1 
:Ib• rrcaidftnt: TheY have JDoney too· .J,Sl 

Cb•irp•n Ggrhas;hcx: President Giscard aaade re~~~arks ~d sa~d to 
I must be ready to deal with a United Federat on ~ 

•e that __ a Federated State of Western Europe. He said that 
Euro~c integration is taking place nov at all levels as 1992 
:~~~caches and that political structures will also develop -
perhaps even supernational structures. ~ 
As Europeans, ve try to put this into the context of the •c~n 
European house.• I would like you to agree to give aore thorough 
consideration to this idea because both sides have an interest. 
Both must -- now that the whole of Europe is in a period of flux. 

C'Sl 
The President: I agree. ~ 

Chairman Gorbachey; As we see it, the draw between East and west 
is an objective process where the countries of Europe will beca.e 
closer to each other. European countries will be aore co~tible 
and this is another aspect of profound change. OUr viewpoint -
shared by all Europeans -- even in nuances as a part of Kohl 
our view is that we should do everything within the Helsinki 
context rather than ruining what has been done. ~ 

A Helsinki II Summit to develop new criteria for this new phase 
would be a good idea. It could be attended by all who signed the 
Helsinki Final Act -- the u.s., canada, the Vatican, the USSR and 
all the Europeans. A prudent and responsible approach is 
important . J.B'( 
This would be to aake sure the process doesn't result in leas 
stability. we need to iaprove stability and liait the daMCJe and 
make sure not to ruin the instruaents that have aaintained the 
balance but to transfora the warsaw Treaty Orqaniaatioa and ~TO. 
They should change to a acre political than ailitary nature. ~ 
generals have already started contacts but we need aore. ~ 

we need to let the econoaic cOIIIIlWlities interact. ~ 1a 
looking to aake changes to make it aore CQ~~P&tible with ~ WE"Hi 
economy. Such an approach aust be free froa suq»ri .. s. 481 

Now let • aention a concept of u.s. origin: !be cllYialOD cd 
Europe should be overcoae on the basis of western ftluea. ,. 

If policy is aade on that assu.ption tbe situatiOD 
quite •ssy. You used to aake siailar aecuat~ ---~• 
USSR - the export of revolution. ,A8') 

This is not a si.Jiple phase but a tiM 
0!~p~-~t~~§ii Eaatem Europe is cbanCJinCJ to be aore 

respect universal huaan values. It 1a 
econoaic arrangeeents of the world ecoD-r 
possibility for a tranquil and placid ,...;. 

&I !1/SIHSI%tyi/NQPIS 
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It is dangerous here to cry to force the issues -- to push it 
rtificiallY in order to achieve an advantage. I believe that 

:arious options could come up in the future. We cannot expec~ 
it to be painless. The situation is acute because enormous 
societal forces are corning into play. ~ 
I have seen that in the Soviet Union with different traditions, 
special features -- and I see how fiercely the debate is ra9in9 
about our economy and our political institutions as we move 
toward democracy. How to transform our federation. ~ 
Prime Minister Mulroney interrogated me on how to solve this 
problem and discussed our experience and that of Canada. Be told 
me things about.ouebec and its ambitions --.separat~sm in Quebec. 
I mentioned sirn~lar trends in the Soviet Un~on. (~ 
I wonder why the u.s. congress is so concerned about the Soviet 
federation instead of trying to help Canada which is much closer 
and more important to you. ;81 

We can predict that developments in Europe will not always be 
smooth but overall I look at things optimistically. You knOVr 
analyzing things and responding to unfolding events. You can 
tremble and some panic but if you look at it philosophically -
things fall into place. We are dealing with fundamental 
processes if nations and peoples are involved in the devel~ta 
-- one can't expect it to be smooth. It is important to ... 
that. These changes are deep and historical . We should not 
undermine this process but seize opportunities to bring togetbec 
East and West . Differences will still exist . I look at tbe 
differences within the USSR and the US and Europe -- there aze 
big ones. '-81 

We want mutual understanding of what is happening and we ~ 
such an understanding. Because we are aware that the proceaa 1a 
moving we would like to have interaction so that we don't let tbe 
process scatter so as not to find ourselves in a chaotic 
situation tha~ would stop the process and throw us back. !b£8 ia 
a special per~od. ~) 

The President; Let me ask you to clarify. 
reservations about "Western values." I can understand it~--~~~~,~ 
presented with arrogance or chauvinistic pride -- that~--::==~~~~ 
bad. But as we discuss these matters inside NATO and 1 
Europe there is naturally talk of Western values. ~ 

A Western value is glasnost -- openness -- it isn't 
we value lively debate, pluralism and openness. 
are free markets and openness. But it is not so>mttttl~Ml 
us. These common values have been there in u s 
relations for a long time. ~ • • 

As we see changes that are a long the lines of wbat 
~bout -- its not in hostility that •western values• 
t want to be sure of the difficulty you have in our 
errn -- I don't want to complicate anything. ....tS1 

-iiCAi;/SENSITIVE/NODIS 
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Cbtipman Godbachey: Our main principle from which we proceed is 
the right of each country to make its own choices and also the 
right of nations to change that initial choice. It can be 
painful but it is an internal matter. The u.s. is committed to a 
certain political, cultural, and economic choice. Let others 
make their choices. What God they pray to? What to worship? 
What is important is change and renewal in East and West and a 
process that is drawing us closer together. The developments 
will not be a copy of Swedish, Russian or any other way. It will 
be something redefined by the new age in the world and in Europe. 
The thing is there is no fear as regards any system -- people are 
looking for their own variant. J¥t 
The President: We don't differ. Self-determination is a value 
we endorse and it is openness that permits self-determination. 
Western values does not mean the imposition of our system on 
Czechoslovakia, the GDR or Romania. (~ 

Chairman Gorbachev That is important for us these fundamental 
changes now bring nations closer together. I see how Eastern 
Europe is finding new forms of resolving the development of 
social problems -- trade and technology and science. Taking 
processes developed in other countries too. It is a good 
process. Political and practical affairs will go easier if our 
understanding is similar. ~ 

Changes will take place constructively and cooperatively in order 
to allow that process to attain new phases in European 
civilization and world civilization. We have been persuaded that 
there should not be one simple model in the socialist or 
capitalist world. ~ 

The President: I told Primakov that when he said he wanted to 
build a Parliament like ours. I said, "Don't copy us. We have a 
good system.• ~ 

Chairman Gorbachev: I think your advice is appropriate and I 
must accept only those things that are organic. J..$1 

~ecretary Baker: You emphasize the term self-determination You 
ave said governments should choose their form we agree a; 1 

:s people can choose their governments. That is what we mean ~nyg 
estern values -- not that there should be specific forms 

imposed. ~) 

Chairman Gorbachey; But when someone you have to expect trouble. ~) says he has the final truth 

The President: Yes. '-81 

Secretary Baker: There i 
reunification of Germany !o~~:at nervousness about what 
Western values and we mean 88an and we say on tbe baaia .t 
wants the kind of Ger11UUl opehnness and plurali• becau• ao 

Y we ad between 1931 anc1 1941. 
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Cbairman Gorbache¥: Yakovlev 
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asked why are openness, glasnost 
(.$t· and pluralism western values? 

The President: Because this has been our solid foundation. ~ 

Chairman Gorbachev; We share those values. Those are common 

values. ~ 
Ihe President: It is much more apparent that we share those 
values today than twenty years ago. ~ 

Chairman Gorbachev: That is important. If we started to talk 
about the collapse of capitalism or of socialism nothing good 
would come of it. We should see things as they are so as not to 
become involved in propaganda. kS1 

Mr. Yakovley: If one were to insist on calling these Western 
values we could start talking about Eastern or Chinese values. 
That would be ideological. ~ 

Foreign Minister Shevardnadze: Western values -- Western 
strength. Some are saying it is because of Western strength. 

}S1 

The President: Let's try to avoid words that cause you concern 
or us concern. We are saluting the values. ~ 

Chairman Gorbachey: The direction of these changes is that we 
are becoming more open and an organic integration is taking 
place. We are abandoning those things that divide us. How do 
you call that? w7 should say a "new relationship." Let us not 
make it a theolog~cal debate. That led to religious wars and we 
should have learned from that. 1-81...-

Secretary Baker: Democratic values? ~ 

Chairman Go(bachey: Yes. ~ 

The President: I am glad we had this conversation. (.S.}

Chairrnan Gorbachev: I wanted to have this discussion take place. 
(.$1 

Now to the Middle East. What should we be doing? We've b d 
~a~~;e:o ~ edge and while he is still alive s~mething ~~~u~d 

;be President; There was some encouraging news yesterday to 
ecretary Baker that Arafat may be ready t ten points. ~ o go forward with the 

One suggestion relating to 1 
with Israel. I recognize t~:~ri~o~s ble di~loaatic relat10D8 
~ecognition of Israel diploaaticall~ !:~~d ~ern~ .. tter but 

Why would the President suggest that __ 1 
90
1 1 • Ia.. 

friend?• I think it would fit aru • ov .. -•r., your requ~u. 
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to get the Palestinians and Israelis to engage in dialogue. The 
Baker five points were given to Shevardnadze. ~ 

thairman Gorbachev: I know them better than the ten. ~ 

Ihe President: Shamir has been pulled to the right by Sharon and 
Levy in his own party. It is difficult to get him to move. -tS1 

thaipman Gorbachev: A couple of points. I felt that we have 
never had more favorable circumstances than now to settle the 
Middle East conflict. I am able to say that because we are 
involved together. The u.s. was trying to solve the Middle East 
problem alone for many years. Alone you were unable to do that -
- cooperation has been established again and we are ready to 
contribute constructively. >St 

Pushing Arafat in the appropriate direction has given us new 
opportunities that could evaporate. Already he is considered a 
traitor by many in the PLO and other Arabs. I welcome the u.s.
PLO dialogue because maybe you can get your own clarificat~on of 
Arafat's position which is constructive. On relations with 
Israel it is not a problem for us. [To Shevardnadze) How many 
times have you been to Middle East? ~ 

Foreign Minister Shevardnadze: Six. ~ 

Chairman Gorbachev: 
-- we will recognize 
Many people from the 
contacts with Jewish 
country. 1.81 

As soon as we see progress on the settlement 
Israel. We have many interests in common. 
USSR are living in Israel and we have good 
organizations, even those based in your 

I ac worried that the process of consolidation among Arabs may at 
so:ne point make it so they could decide not to involve the US or 
the USSR. The opportunity must be grasped. ~ 

The Pr~sident: We would be pleased to see you have diplomatic 
relations wi~h Israel. The mood of blanket endorsement of 
everything that Israel wants has been changed by the Entifadah 
Israel is still a staunch ally but the mood now is that we mus~ 
solve the problem. ~ 

I might say on Lebanon, just across the border that we strongly 
su~p~rted the Tripartite effort. We have no influence with Aoun 
~~e c:~;~re ~heikilling of the President and are concerned about 

id ve yr an presence. If Aoun can be persuaded to step 
as e, Lebanon can be the peaceful place we once knew. ~ 

;~:;~!~t~~fe:;h~i:thwe have become involved. I received 
have been interactingewi~~p;~~~e f~ou~ ~nd5gave my support. we 
Movement was afoot before th P ' ide o Y ee and France. 
continue efforts to support ~her~~il:~t w~s ~illed. I shall 
and Lebanon -- we must 1 era P an . The Middle East 
of new ways. ~ nstruct our Foreign Ministers to think 

The President.: (To Baker) You had a comment? 

$fiCB5$1 SENSITI"iE /NODI S 
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aecretary Baker: Yes. ~ 

Foreign Minister Sheyardnadze: Let me clarify on Syria. We both 
support the newly elected President. The relationship between 
Lebanon and Syria is up to them. They will find a way. ~1 

secretary Baker: Are you not concerned that Syria, with the 
blessing of the President, will try to clear out Aoun and his 

enclave? ~) 

Chairman Gorbachey: We noticed what you said -- that the Syrians 
will take action but we don't have that information. ~ 

Ihe President: It is not that they are massed for immediate 
action -- various reports say they might. ~ 

Foreign Minister Sheyardnadze: The Syrians have said they don't 
want to be in Lebanon permanently and are acting in the 
Tripartite spirit. ~ST 

The President: we moved our embassy and Aoun was upset with us 
and threatened our people. ~ 

Chairman Gorbachev: This is a useful exchange on the Middle East 
and Lebanon. ~) 

Foreian Minister Shevardnadze: One more point. The Mubarak 
plan. After it appeared there seemed to be potential for u.s.
Soviet cooperation. But we have been consulting less and less. 

J.fn 
President Gorbachev: Will Secretary Baker go it alone? ~ 

Secretary Baker: You won't see me on a plane to the Middle East. 
!,.S1 

The President: You and I can't dictate an outcome in the Middle 
East. If anyone thinks we can -- that will be counterproductive. 
<;.>-

---------- • e ave to cooperate but not to Chairman Gorbachev: I agree w h 
dictate. ..-tSJ 

The President: We welcome cooperation Your experts have 
noticed a change in U.S. policy on thi; subject. 4at 

Secretary Baker· There ha b and Tarasov in ~onnection :~the~~ extenksiive talks with Priaatov e wor ng groups • UW 

Foreign Minister aheyar4oadze: It h your plan. It would have been appened after your 8uba1tted 
plan. ~ better before aubaittiDg your 

Chaigyp Gorbac;hty: I want to ••k 
revarda to Afgbaniatan. .Jit 
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~go Minister Shevar4nadze; 
You are leaving the most 

difficult to me. ~ 
zne Presidenk: Not the most difficult on our agenda. Chairman 
Gorbachev and I had discussion on what we ~hought was most 

difficult. ~ 
[9reiqn Minister Shevardnadze; The Secretary and I had detailed 
discussions and Gorbachev asked what was its outcome. We need to 
think about the future instead of bickering about the past. We 
need to begin practical cooperation and help the Afghans begin an 
inter-Afghan dialogue. That is the purpose of the conference. 
That would set up an interim council to discuss and set up ·free 
elections to be monitored by the UN. Not only the Kabul regime, 
but some groups including the King seem to agree. ~ 
The second part would be an international conference under the 
UN. I think ·this idea deserves attention. ~) 

The third part concerns the supply of weapons. I told the 
secretary that we are ready to stop arms on a reciprocal basis 
and a ceasefire to force the parties to the conflict to stop 
fighting. The sentiment of the field commanders and also in the 
Peshawar opposition is such that we need to do this. ~ 
1 have noted the u.s. suggestion about a transitional stage. I 
believe a transitional stage deserves attention while working 
around the elements so a constructive dialogue is possible. As 
for .Pakistani violations of Geneva I -- we won't raise it here 
but it should be discussed quietly. ~ 

Chairman Gorbachev: Why am I always returning to this question? 
In talks with the previous President I remember that we said that 
a military solution was not possible and that Geneva was a 
difficult process. But we managed and achieved a withdrawal of 
soviet forces and that attempt must be completed by a settlement. 

,.Ui'f 
Ihe PresidenL: Rest assured, I want to see it settled. We have 
no desire ~o see a hostile regime on your border. ~) 

Chairman Gorbache~: we also would not want to see an Afghan 
regime that is hostile to the u.s. either. lS1 

a major hang-up. About that the 
They all say that reconciliation 
The problem is the role for the 

Ihe President: Najibullah is 
resistance groups are united. 
is impossible with him there. 
King has gone backwards. ~ 

Cbaipman Gorbacbev: On the one hand, you say everyone rejects 
Najibullah. But in the year since the withdrawal -- his osition 
is stronger and many commanders and tribal authoriti p 
cooperating with him. £.81 es are 

Ihe President: Not enthusiastically. If you're sa in that 
there is a ground swell of support for Najibullah t~engthat is 
news to me. It is the first I've heard of it. ~ 

SfiCP.SI 'SENSIIIV'E/NODIS 
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~qp Minister Sheyar4oadze: I visited Kabul seven times. I am 
connected and I can confirm that his prestige and influence is 
qrowing. The opposition -- almost everyone is talking to 

Najibullah. ~ 
The decreasing influence of the King is not a good thing. He 
represents the moderate wing. Who would gain power -- Hekmatyar? 

That would be a terrible outcome. ~ 
Ihe President: There is no love loss between us and Hekmatyar . 

..(.8') 
~hairman GorbacheyL Let me say more. Speaking realistically -
one problem is the opposition; two is Najibullah himself; three 
is the Najibullah regime. Let's start the process between them. 

,.m 
Ihe PresidentL The Mujahadeen •..•. ~ 
Chairman GorbacheyL They are putting out an ultimatum. What 
shall we do? Invade and remove Najibullah? ~ 

~ecretary BakerL Stop sending him $300 million. ~ 
~hairman GorbacheYL Mr. secretary you promised that he would 
collapse in three months. Don't simplify things. U>r 

Ibe President: I am surprised to hear that tribal leaders talk 

with him. .£.&) 
~bairman GorbacheyL Ask Hekmatyar if he is in contact with 

Najibullah? <.&r 
Ihe eresiden~ We are not in contact with him. ~ 
General scowcroftL We are not preventing contact between the 

Mujahadeen and Najibullah. ,;a-) 

Chairman Gorbachey: Neither are we. We are aware of only a 
little of what is going on and we have been above board. They 
are acting in their own way and it is hard to understand. ~ 

~cretary Baker: We have to sell the Mujahadeen to get the 
transition process going. They insist that after it is over -
Najibullah would step down and then the UN suggestion would aake 
sense. Here to fore the Muj wouldn't even discuss Najibullah. 
we suggested to start with him and that he would then step down 
and let a legitimate government begin. tsT 

~hairmon Gorbachev: This can be discussed. ~ 

secretary Baker: If the Muj agreed to have JDelllbers of the PDfA 
but not Najibullah and his closest associates? ~ 

~Hairman Gorbachey: I believe this is something to decide witbia 
the framework but the idea of a transitional proceaa ia 

Sf£8 fi/SENSITlyE/NOQIS 
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ropriate and the factions will stay as nov. we cannot order 

;~~ibullah out. If theY decide he should qo, O.K. It is the 
~tghan's process and it is a developing process. Ho one can 

torce him· ~ 
~cretory Boker;_ Without recognition that there will be a 
transfer of power the Muj won't COMI to the table. tsT 
p.at=w Ggrb""""':. r- ...... ue tl>eY to get tbiS iJlfo-tiOI\1 
If they are so sure of themselves why are they worried? (S) 

secretory Boker: I all not sure they are so confident. For thea 
to consider cOJBing to table they need to knOW that Najibullah is 

w nling to step down at the end. )81"" 
[.greig» Minister Sheyordno4zo: It is worth discussion. Your 
information is not right. The opposition is falling apart. ~ 
Qlainnon GQr=hAcl\eV: Mbat next? The press conference? A chat? 

Ibe President= Tho statements and then we can take questions. 
(U) 

(U) 
AnY major issues that we didn't talk about? Ethiopia, Mengistu. 

Qlairm•n Gg;hoc;hey;. No we didn't cover that but we can say that 
the situation in Africa has been touched upon. The Namibian 
settlement process -- we could mention our satisfaction. 
Ethiopia could be mentioned -- the Carter mission. .4&t 

~ 

Ib• preddcnt,;.. That is unofficial. .£$t 
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